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74 DAVID ELLENSON

social-cultural rabbinic order that bound him. By rejecting the normative
claims the halcham could place upon him, Weinberg confirmed his own
social location as part of the Orthodox world and his own status as an
Orthodoxposeq.

In looking at the Weinberg responsum from this perspective, it seems
that Weinberg could no more completely avoid compartmentalization
than a young Arnold Band could when he was growing up in the paral-
lel worlds of Dorchester and Brookline on the one hand and Boston and
Cambridge on the other. Band has permitted us to see that an Orthodox
authority like Rabbi Weinberg was no more immune from wrestling with
the struggle presented by diverse cultural settings than any other mod-
ern jew.

The challenge of constructing an authentic Jewish identity within
the modern situation does not arise only in extremis. The testimony
offered by Band concerning his own boyhood as well as his reflections
on the rise of ]ewish studies within the American university indicate that
the struggle involved in the creation of an integrated human personality
often occurs within the confines of an orderly social life. For Band, as for
Weinberg, meaning was sought and identity constructed in the face of
multiple and at times discordant cultural worlds. In this instance, as in
so many others, Band has provided a framework that allows a text to be
explored in novel ways. In so doing, he alerts those whose lives he has
informed to the diverse ways that human beings go about the task of
constructing individual and social meanings. The tensions among the
circles that constifute and inform a life can frequently find no clear res-
olution. Parallel worlds are at times confluent and fluid. At the same
time, they are often discordant and no real equilibrium can be achieved
between them.a6

a6 This perspective illuminates some of the dynamics at play in this part of the
Weinberg responsum. For this understanding, as for so much else,I thank Arnold
Band. His scholarship and his person enrich my world immeasurably. It is an
honor to pay tribute to him in this way.

o

A THrno Gurpr FoR THE pnnprnxnp?

StvroN Rawpowrcz',ON lrurnnrnrtATloN,,'
Daaid N. Myers

For the moment, I would like to return to Band's reencounter with
Rawidowicz, because it revears a number of characteristic intelectuar fea-
tures. First Band is a tireless € ying precious and
forgotten textual gems. Quite uminaries such as
Nachman of Bratslav, Kafka often rummaged

, 
1 Simon Rawidowicz, ,,On^lnt_e_rngtati 

on,,, proceedings of the American Acadenty
fo.r leu'tishResearch26 (r9s7): 83-126. This essay was r"pir,.,t"a in modified form in
simon Rawidowlcz, studies in lewish rhougit (philadelphia: Jewish pubricarion
Sociely,7974),45-80. References throughoul the paper are to this article.

2 Amold J. Band, "simon Rawidowicz: An Early Critic of the Zionist Narrative,,,
unpublished lecture delivered at Brandeis Univeisity.
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through the genizah of the ]ewish literary past, extracting lesser-known
essays/ stories, or poems that merit, in his excellent and idiosyncratic
judgment, serious attention. This archaeological labor does not rest on a
simple literal-minded reading of the text but probes the mystery of the
text's reception or lack thereof. Thus we can understand Band's retrieval
of Simon Rawidowicz, whose remarkable erudition and clairvoyance
have remained sealed off from a wide reading public for a regrettable mix
of linguistic and ideological reasons. Band seeks to understand not only
Rawidowicz's piercing of the armor of Zionist triumphalism from the
early 1930s but also his adumbration of contemporary post-Zionist cur-
rents. In the process, Band hints at the way in which the target of
Rawidowicz's early critique-a Zionist master narrative--became the
very blanket obscuring his subsequent ideas and notoriety. The result of
this method is a sympathetic yet unsentimental reading, a compelling
fusion of horizons in which text and reception blur into one.

Band's orchestration of this kind of reading should not suggest an
inattention to contextual detail. For another notable quality of Band's is
his stubborn belief that history matters in literature. Having come of age
in the heyday of New Criticism and witnessed countless theoretical tums
since, he is conversant with much of literary theory but genuflects before
none of its minor deities. Indeed, orthodoxy of any sort is anathema to
him. The one possible exception to his heterodoxy is his insistence that
historical knowledge is an essential ingredient of literary interpretation.
At home in many and diverse areas of Jewish history, as well as in the
scholarly debates attending them, Band enriches his textual readings
through frequent recourse to context and biography in a way that few
other Iiterary scholars can or choose to do.

Band's talents as historian are on display in his Brandeis lecture on
Rawidowicz. There he excavates a number of Rawidowicz's Hebrew
essays from I93C-1932, a period in which the peripatetic scholar was still
in Berlin (before moving to England and, later, the U.S.). These essays lay
out Rawidowicz's vision of a Hebrew cultural nationalism distinctly at
odds with more renowrred forms of Zionist expression-including Ahad
Ha-Am's notion of a spiritual center in Palestine. Throughout his prolific
career, Rawidowicz inveighed against the territorial monism of Zionism,
arguing for a genuine shutafut (parhrership) between equals, Diaspora and
Zion.3 In seeking to redress the imbalance of what Band identifies as an

3 The cenhality of this notion of partnership has been noted by a number of key
commentators of Rawidowicz. See Benjamin Ravid, "The Life and Writings of
Simon Rawidowicz," in Rawidowicz, Studies in lewish Thought, 15; see also
Michael A. Meyer's introduction to Simon Rawidowicz, State of lsrael, Diaspora,

A THIRD GUIDE FOR THE PERPLEXED?

emerging Zionist narrative, Rawidowicz repeatedly affirmed the vibrancyof Diaspora Iewish culture' At the core or ri.ui.,rrtu.o-indeed its unend-ln8
For 

,,inte1pretation.,,

a w of reading. It was

True to his archaeological mission, Band locates r".t;l;tl,XTt"1,"#of this point in Rawidoriicz,s I93I "r*-;;;*ah uma,aseh.,, HereRawidowicz antic
tion-in this case,
right. "Does not [t

a_-
Explicatio and commentatio follow the ,,text,, 

step by step, ,,uncover,, 
andexplainitfromtheaspectofitsformand ---r -r 

histor_ical background. Interpretatio is centered
leihnotif,"its mal. p.,.iose, its essence, its 

ext, its

ing,, people (Hanover, N.H.: University

December 1931):97B.In the same loca_
ation of the spirit is but an interpretatiory

6 Although he did not elabora
ture that it contains ,,one of th
fewish creativity .,. from Ezra
tute[s] a powerful argument for
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Shortly after opening his essay with reference to the centrality of the
text in Jewish history, Simon Rawidowicz hastens to distinguish among
gradations of textual commentary. Both explicatio and commentatio

iemain beholden to the text, seeking to render it faithfully, as it was

understood in its original context. In contrast to this seamless literalism,
interpretatio is a deliberate agitation
pretatio gains force from a recurrent
rebellion." The interpreter, or homo

is forever torn between " a deep attachment to the 'text' and . . ' an 'alien-
ation' from it" (85). This tension, however, Proves to be animating,

a new meaning and direction" (88).

t-
The Bayit Sheni is not a commentary but an intetpretatio of the highest

order. Bayit Slreni is second only in time; it is first in essence, in its own
particular essence. (91)

Rawidowicz's concePtion of the bayit sheni ot Second HouseT bursts

forth with revisionist force. In the first instance, Rawidowicz eschews

scholarly convention by expanding the temporal Parameters of lhe bayit

sheni, fuomthe time of the Babylonian Exile (586 e.c.r.) to the completion
of the Babylonian Talmud (sixth century c.E') (89). At the same time,
Rawidowicz transports the term bayit shenibeyond the realm of chronol-
ogy. Indeed, the bayit sheni does not signify for Rawidowicz merely a

hiitorical period; nor is it a function of geography (i.e., Palestine). Rather,

it embodies a noble spirit of cultural creativity, bom in and cultivated
through the Diaspora.

7 Rawidowicz himself translated the Hebrew bayit as"house" rather than "tem-

ple." This choice of a more generic English term may well reflect a subtle attemPt

io shift the focus of Israel's creative energies from the religious to the cultural
sphere. Rawidowicz's translator stated that Rawidowicz chose the term bayif in
oider to leave "the distinction of the various levels of meaning to be assigned to

this term to the reader." See the translator's comrnent in Rawidowicz, "Israel's

Two Beginnings: The First and the Second 'Houses'," in Rawidowicz, Studies in

lezuish Thought, 83. See also Benjamin Ravid, "The Life and Writing of Simon

Rawidowicz," in Rawidowicz , Studies in lewish Thought,29-

A THIRD GUIDE FOR TI{E PERPLEXED? 79

As such, this notion of bayit sheni stands in contrast to bayit rishon
(First House). In "On Interpretafion,,, Rawidowicz continues a theme that

it Sheni didnotj to
Bayit Rishon. It a
act of weavhg rs

8 Steiner's 1985 essay, "Our Homeland, The Text,,, offers a far less schematic

9 The image of a new interpretive weave can also be found in Rawidow icz, ,,Al
parashat habatim," in Simon Rawidowicz, Baoel uyrushalayln (London and
Waltham, Mass.: Araraf 1957\, l:87.
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signaled the shift in Israel from vision (mareh) to concept (musag).lo

Rawidowicz elaborated on this revolution in "On Interpretation," leaving
little doubt that he favored the interpretive sophistication of the Second
House to the sensory literalism of the First (9&99).\1

There he also argued that the guiding ethos of lhebayit sheni didnol
expire with the sealing of the Talmuds but was carried forward, even per-
fected, in the medieval philosophic tradition. The giants of that tradition,
Sa'adya Gaon and Maimonides, perpetuated "the operation of conceptu-
alization, of purging, of strengthening ratio against mythos, of
'translating' the vision of ancient Israel into clear concepts" (99). Indeed,
in their hands , interpretatio was a weapon in an unending struggle against
the currents of base literalism that survived the bayit rishon. Mtndful of.

this important function, Maimonides continually endeavored to demon-
strate that interpretatio was not a luxury, but a duty for the Jew (101). In
doing so, he was waging a heroic battle in Rawidowicz's eyes, guiding
the perplexed against the interpretive simpletons of the past, as well as

against the dangerous literalists of the future.

a-
On the eve of modern times there stands out one opponent of
Maimonides to whom he was very much indebted, against whom he
rebelled so vehemently, a "literalist" of a new kind, without the faith of
the medieval anti-Maimonides literalists: Baruch Spinoza. (10G7)

In Rawidowicz's periodization, it was Baruch Spinoza who induced
the rupture of modemity. This in itself was not such a radical judgment,
but Rawidowicz's rationale was typically idiosyncratic. Unlike Yitzhak
Baer (among others), he did not point to Spinoza's status as the first ]ew
to leave the confines of the Jewish community without converting.12 Nor
did he concur with Harry A. Wolfson, in whose sweeping scheme
Spinoza marked the end of the long medieval attempt to reconcile
Scripture and philosophy that began with Philo. Wolfson emphasized

10 Rawidowicz, Baael oYrushalayim, L259.
11 Elsewhere Rawidowicz writes with evident approval that the creators of the

Oral Law "not only elevated it to the degree of the text, but were sornetimes not
afraid to hint at a kind of if not higher,' or'if not more'for this, Israel's second

beginning" (Rawidowicz, "On Interpretalion," 97).
12 ln a well-known formulation, Baer obsewed that Spinoza "ist der erste lude,

der sich aon seinet Religion und. seinem Volk lossagt, ohne einen formellen
Religionsweclrcel zu zsollziehen." Yitzhak Baer, Galut (Berlin; Schocken, \936), 90.

A TIIIRD GUIDE FOR THE PERPLEXED?

la See Benedict de Spinoza, A Theologico-political Treatise, trans. R. H. M. Elwes
(New York Dover, 195L), 102.

1s rbid, 7r7.
16 Ibid, i.i.8.

8r

Spinoza's efforts to uproot lhe scriptural element of this equation in
"restor[ing] philosophy to the status in which it was prior to the philonic
revolution."l3 By contrast, Rawidowicz focused orrspinoza,s effort to
recoae,r scripbtre from allegory or metaphysics via an unstinting biblical
literalism. In his reading of the seventh chapter of the Theologico-political
Treatise, Rawidowicz observes that Spinoza strictly ,,forbids the attribut-
ing of any doctrine to the Bible which is not to be found in it clarissime,'
(107). In fact, Spinoza did insist in the Trentise on recovering the ,,literal

meaning" of the text even if it be "repugnant to the natural light of rea-
son."1a Moreover, he proclaimed a break with the tradition oimedieval
interpretation, and quite dramatical$ so, by directing his wrath at the
figure of Maimonides. Maimonides exemplified for Spinoza the flawed
interpretive procedure-and philosophical hubris-of ihe medievals. For
in subordinating a literal rendering of the text to the demands of reason,
Maimonides was merely affirming "preconceived opinions, twisting
them about, and reversing or compGtely changing the literal sense, ho#
ever plain it may bg,"ts Spinoza concluded that this interpretive mod.e
was "harmful, useless, and absurd."l6

- But it was precisely Maimonides' hermeneutical daring in scriptural
interpretation that excited Simon Rawidowicz. Maimonides,,,metaphori-
cal interpretatio" brimmed with the creative spirit and independence of
mind essential to Israel's survival in the Diaspora (114). Thaf it was thor-
oughly undermined by Spinoza's literalism posed a grave threat to the
entire project of Diaspora Jewish creativity. In his own efforts to parry
Spinoza's anti-Maimonidean thrust, Rawidowicz excoriated the Dutcir
philosopher, calling him "the ftstpeshaFlew of modern times,, (110). This
epithet reveals not only Rawidowicz's antipathy toward Spinoza but also
a number of important tenets of his own intellectual worldview. Firs!
Ilawidowicz was unhesitant in favoring medieval interpretatio over mod-
ernpeshat (or explicatio); the latter was but a revival of the worst forms of
ancient literalism. Second, Rawidowicz regarded Spinoza,s "peshat-
method" as the work of a committed historicis! who ittempted to read
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allusion to Leopold
intended to honor
Droysen's condem-
esting that Spinoza

Rawidowicz writes:

Since he does not want to see the Bible as a life-giving body for the

future, he embalms it. The Bible is "saved," and becomes Petrified' The

Tfactatus seen in this light-the great attack on traditional interpretatio-

is thus also the document of emancipation for Europe and Israel from
the Bible, closes the gates for a return to the Bible, terminates the possi-

biiity of tuming it into a foundation of a revival. (118)

present,"
(116). The
e Practice'
fossilized

bond
BaYit
tY' In
ush-

means here no continuation, no expansion. No continuation of the

Bible-means no survival of post-biblical Israel'"

o-
All subsequent discuss

inside and outside Israel
ical movements, is at its

1s In another renowned Rawidowicz

refers to Heinrich Heine, "Totengraebet

[gravediggers], last custod ch was dying

out." See Rawidowicz, Sfu

A THIRD GUIDE FOR THE PER?LEXED? 8T

and political meaning of Israels past and future. practicarly it is either
acceptance or rejection of the Tractatus Theologico_politicus. (I22)

Rawidowicz edited and, more importantly, rcgatded as a fitting
successor to Maimonides'work, a true guide for ihe perplexed of thi
time (124).

will the third house be the first or the second, or will it be a continua-
tion of the first-or will it be neither? .., If the voice of the boiling
blood of the conquerors of Canaan, and the hand of the members of th!
second house, win the day-could it be that Israel of the third house
would uproot from its heart the second house? ... If the first house
prove decisive in the third-what will become of the thousands of
years of the second house and the succeeding exile? Will those two
thousand years be regarded as a waste that need not be taken into
account, as history that is not worthy of the name ',history," per lhe
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great "wisdom" of the negators of exile, the young and old Hebrews
and Canaanites?1e

Clearly, for Rawidowicz, to relegate those millermia to the dustbin of
history would be a national disaster, akin to a second destruction of the

bayit s'heni. Baoel oYntshalayimwas aui de coeur, Rawidowicz's own guide
to the perplexed in the monumental tradition of Maimonides and
Krochmal. Poignantly, his efforts to forge a sweeping rationale for .

Diaspora Jewish existence offered succor to precious few. He was now
operating in an era marked, as Daniel Bell famously observed, by the end
of ideology.2o The golden age of both Zionist and Diasporist ideologies
had lapsed decades earlier, replaced by dtatism (mamlakhtiyut), in one

case, and a pragmatic acceptance of Israel's centrality, in the other. And
yet, the fact that Rawidowicz failed to create a social movement should
not cause us to dismiss his thinking. Nor should we ignore his extensive

contacts with the leading literary cultural, and political figures of the

Jewish world until his last days. A recent foray into the Rawidowicz
archives attests to the staggering range of correspondents who engaged the

enigmatic thinker, even as

position. Among the lumin
the most tenowned was
between the two men in 1954-1955 "a bit comical," in large measure

because of the disparity in power between the Israeli Prime Minister and a

peripatetic Diaspora scholar.2l However, it remains the case that Ben-

Gurion, with much else on his mind, felt compelled to respond on four
occasions to Rawidowicz, parictiarly to his claim that the terrn lsrael

should be applied only to the "people of Israel" and not to the political-
territorial center in the Land of Israel.z For Ben-Gurion, Rawidowicz was

far more than a run-of-the-mill polemicist. He was a trenchant and uncom-
promising critic whose knowledge of the Jewish past and well-developed
ideological stance demanded attention.

Such an appreciation, even from an ideological opponent, has not
been heard much since. Sadly this is so, for Rawidowicz remains as neg-

lected today as he was prescient then. In a recent volume of reissued

essays, Michael A. Meyer reminds us of Rawidowicz's unerring sense

"for where the concerns of the |ewish people would lie well into the

le Rawidowicz , Baael aYrr.shnlayim, 7:757.
20 Daniel Bell, The Encl of ldeology: On the Exhaustion of Political ldeas in the Fifties

(Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press, 1960).
2i Band, "Simon Rawidowicz," 3.
22 The exchange appears in English in Rawidowicz , State of lsrael,782-204.
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that he would not have been unhappy at the state of interpretntio. The
impressive proliferation of Jewish studies in North American and
European universities, along with the emergence of a new generation of
Jewish authors, many of whom are learned in traditional jewish culture,
would have fortified his faith that reports of Israel's demise are prema-
ture. Had Rawidowicz counted the legions of students of Amold Band,
scattered throughout "Israel," he might even have uncovered a measure
of faith in the future of Hebrew literary studies, if not Hebrew culture.
Perhaps he would have recollected his sentiments of half a century ago:

Yes, in many respects it seems to us as if we are the last links in a par-
ticular chain of tradition and development. But if we are the last-Iet us
be the last as our fathers and forefathers were. Let us prepare the ground
for the last Jews who will come after us, and for the last Jews who will
rise after them, and so on until the end of days.27

To conclude on such a note of messianic optimism seems an almost
unfair way to celebrate Amold Band, given his proudly skeptical and
antimystical cast of mind. So to honqr my teacher, colleague, and friend,
I offer this final note of dissonance. Simon Rawidowicz's view oI inter-
pretatio as the animating force of Diaspora life rested on a thinly veiled
antihistoricism, directed against those who would reduce the people of
Israel to the sum of its contextualized parts. To his mind, Israel soared
beyond its context, immune from local vectors of influence that gave
defining form to other peoples. Indeed, in Rawidowicz's language,
assigning unilateral influence was an intellectual malady-"hashpaitis"
(from the Hebrew hashpa'ah)-to be avoided.r In Baztel aYrushalayim, he
inveighed against the notion of a Zionist center in Palestine that "influ-
enced" the Diaspora.2e In his decadesJong work on Nachman Krochmal,
he repeatedly challenged the assumption of Hegelian "inJluence" on the
Galician thinker.3o And in "On krterpretation," Rawidowicz asserted that
while Israel lived in a gentile world, contending with "the outside is

27 Rawidowicz, "Israel: The Ever-Dying People," 223.
a Rawidowicz, "Two That Are One," State of lsrael,1,55-56. See also the Yiddish

original, "Tsvey vos zeynin eyns," n Di Tsukunft (May-June 1949):287.
2e Rawidowicz, Baael aYrushnlayim, l:322JL
30 See the distillation of Rawidowicz's thinking in "Was Nachman Krochmal a

Hegelian?" in Rawidowicz, Studies in leuish Thought,335. There Rawidowicz
avers that "the starting point for Krochmal's philosophizing was neither a

wrestling with the problems of ethics nor with one of pure logic or epistemology,
but the problem of faith, of the Jewish religion, of Judaism in general."

A THIRD GUIDE T'OR TITE PERPLEXED?

certainly not the best of stimuli for a constructive and stablTrzing inter-
pretatio." It was rather the internal stimulus, the "pressure from within"
to attain a deeper and truer meaning, that was the vitalizing f orce of. inter-
pretatio, and by extension, of jewish life (125),

Despite his own Hebraism and considerable interpretive skills,
Amold Band could not embrace Rawidowicz's internalist view of inter-
pretatio, itself a curious anticipation of Derrida's famous "il n'y a pas de

hors-texte."31 For Band, there is too much around the text not to notice. It
is this kind of environmental curiosity that made him a pioneer in the
study of comparative literature at UCLA. And it is this same curiosity
that makes him such a deep, probing, and masterful reader of Hebrew
and jewish texts.

31 
lacques Derrida, De la Grammatalogie (Paris Editions de Minuit, 1967), 227.

Derrida goes to greater lengths than Rawidowicz to demonstrate that historical/
biographical considerations are n ot irrelevant to his mode of reading. At the same
time, he is more explicit in positing the text as a comprehensive cognitive-
epistemological framework. It is on this latter point that Moshe Idel offets an
intriguing gloss, one that hints at the shared Jewish roots of both Rawidowicz's
and Derrida's textual inclusivism. Idel proposes that Derrida drew his principle
of "il n'y a pas de hors-texte" fuom the late thirteenth-century Kabbalist, Menachem
Recanati, whom he encountered through Georges Vajda's French translation of
Gershom Scholem's German lecture at the Eranos conference oIT954.Yajdatrans-
lated a key passage from Recanati's Ta'amei hamitsoot to the effect that "car la
Torah n'est pas en dehors de Lui (i.e., God), pas plus qu'il n'est Lui-meme en dehors de

la Torah." Idel suggests that Derrida read this translation and then "substituted
the term and concept of Torah by [sic] that of text." See the fourth chapter of
Moshe Idel, Absorbing Perfections: Kabbalah and Interpretation (New Haven: Yale
University Press,2002). I thank Professor Idel for calling this citation, as well as

his discussion, to my attention.
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